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Skill Lessons
Take a step-by-step approach to learning and practicing key social studies skills.

Map and Globe Skills
- Review Map Skills: 8
- Use Latitude and Longitude: 14
- Map a Map: 32
- Read a Time Zone Map: 122
- Use a Special Purpose Map: 190
- Skill Practice: Map Skill: 17
- Skill Practice: Reading Maps: 5, 36
- Skill Practice: Interpreting Maps: 138, 156

Graph and Chart Skills
- Make a Timeline: 58
- Read a Circle Graph: 162
- Skill Practice: Reading Charts: 134, 165, 185, 194
- Skill Practice: Reading Graphs: 108

Study Skills
- Locate Sources: 78
- Write a Report: 84
- Identify Primary and Secondary Sources: 100
- Use Reference Materials: 182
- Skill Practice: Reading Visuals: 188

LEGEND
- ★: State capital
- ●: National capital
- ○: Large city
- ●: Apple-growing areas
- ●: Peach-growing areas
- ●: Cherry-growing areas
- ●: Grape-growing areas